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ABSTRACT

MIIIHI2ATTC1 Of. THE HEAl-SgiAlE EHEOE 
. ClTHJT’ Of A BOILING WATER REACTOR .

Kenneth R0 Katsma

An analytical approach is made to develop an 
optiama linear e©ntr@l system for a linearized approx
imation ;to a "boiling water reactor0 The optimization 
criteria msed is the meam-sgmare error of the random 
Timetuation' .in.the ©mtpmt variable dme to boiling voids® 
In optimising the system an acceleration constraint was 
placed'on the control rod drive mechanism&' The•mean-
square error of the output variable was calculated for
: ■ ..--V : - . t , ' ■; -. ..V vvarious constraint levels and compared with the mean™'
square error of the reactor output with the feedback
loop open! "

" Results show, that a considerable reduction in ,
the meam-square error of the reactor output can be
realized through external controls. ■ V ■■ • - '
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GHAKFER I

IlfEOBWOTIGIT .

Examination of a power trace from a "boiling water 
reactor shows a random fluctuation in the power level 
ahomt a mean ralme» This random fluctuation ean he con
tributed largely to two types of reactor feedback aeeh- 

• 1*anismso The first is the steam to id fluctuations due 
to power generation in the boiling zone and the sdeond 
a result of. boiling fluctuations 'due, to power generated ; 
in the non-boiling zone. The presence of these feedback 
paths cause a resonance in the frequency response of the 
reactoro The height of the resonance peak is a function 
of reactor powery pressure s etc®

It has been reported by J0 A 0 BeShong of the 
Argonne Zational laboratory that the boiling noise in a. 
reactor flux output trace ranges up to a peak value of

O5% or more of the average flux value» In an experiment 
carried out on the BQEAX-IV, a light water-boiling direct 
cycle reactor system9 a series of power traces indicate 
these fluctuations« It is observed that the magnitude 
of these variations from the mean level increase with

*'See numbered references in the bibliography0
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imcre&siBg power at constant pressure =, Further increases 
in power will cause sustained oscillations0 The thresh
old power at which sustained oscillations appear is de
fined as the power level where a sequence of two or more 
oscillations of the same frequency appear above the boil
ing noise: background* She oscillation threshold is a 
limiting factor on the power level at which boiling water 
reactors may be ©pera.tedo ■ -

. Ssing teclpiiqmes based on the work of Jforbert 
Wiener? an external control system will be determined 
to minimise^ in a mean-square error sense 9 the random 
fluctuations in the■output'power of the reactor* Reduc
tion in the mean-square error of the random variation in 
reactor power will increase reactor stabilityo With in
creased stability the reactor can be operated at higher 
power levels*



CHAPTER 2

DERIVATION OF THE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION TOR THE OPTIITEJH 
' TBAZSFER EHHOTIOH

2ol Def
The symbolism and procedure used, in this chapter

: - - ■ ; ' ; ■: ’ ' ■ ■■" ■. ■ ■ : - 4 :closely follows that given hy Le 1=, Weaver«
The Optiamm System  ̂ .

It has "been stated that the purpose of the optimum 
system is to minimize the random fluctuations in the re
actor output power due t© boiling noise 9 Am optimum system

' 4 - ' ' 'is defined as
"AM OPTIHOM LINEAR SYSTEM IS DEFI11D AS AH UNBIASED, 
LINEAR SYSTEM WHICH PERFORMS A DESIRED LINEAR'OPER
ATION WITH THE MINIHEJM MEAN-SQUARE ERROR."

Mean-Square Error
By defining the error criteria in the mean-square 

sense, it is implied that the undesirability of the error 
grows with; the square ..of its magnitudeo In this respect, 
larger eprprs are weighted heavier than small errors 0 
System Transfer Function

"; .The' system-transfer function can be defined by 
referring to Figure 201,and 202« ;In Figure 2*1 the input 
time function is given by r(t) and the output by c(t)«



BLOCK DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION

Input r(t) SystemWeightingFunction
h(t)

Output c(t)

Time Domain Representation
Figure 2.1

Transform of 
Input R(S)

SystemTransferFunction
Transform of 
Output C(S)^

H(S)

Frequency Domain Representation 
Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2 shows the Laplace transform notation for the 

same system. For linear systems the transfer function 

relates the output of the system to its input. In the 

time domain this relationship is given by the convolution 

integral 

c(t) = 5 tc 1: )r(t + 1:)111: (2.1) 

and in Laplace transform notation the relationship is 

given by 

C(s) • R(s)H(s) (2.2) 

Correlation Function 

The correlation function is a measure of related-

ness between two functions at a time (t) or a measure of 

relatedness at two different times given by (t + dt). The 

correlation function of a time function is here defined 

by the integral relationship 

limf T ~rr(T) • T•• f(t)f(t +~)dt 
-T 

Spectral Density 

Defining the Fourier transformation by 

F(s) • J_}Ct)e-stdt 

(2.3) 

(2o4) 

it has been shown by Norbert Wiener that the spectral 

density function is given by the Fourier transform of the 

correlation function. Therefore, the spectral density 
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function is defined by 

~ (s) (2.5) 

The spectral density can be interpreted as the average 

power at each frequency describing r(t). Use here of the 

spectral density is to describe stationary random functions. 

2.2 ~ystem Error 

The system error can be defined mathematically 

with reference to Figure 2.3. In this figure, r(t) re

presents the input time variable signal, and c(t) the out

put time variable. The fixed elements transfer function is 

repres'ented by gf( t) and the cascade compensation transfer 

function by g (t). Letting i(t) be the desired output at ' . c 
time (t), the error is written as 

e(t) = i(t) - c(t) (2.6) 

2o3 Derivation Of The Closed Loop Transfer Function 

The form of the control system used in the deriva

tion is shown in Figure 2.4. This type of system can be 

identified as a semi-free configuration in that it consists 

of the reactor GR(s) which is fixed with reference to the 

form of its transfer function, and of a cascade compen

sation transfer function which is to be specified.5 The 

procedure will be to derive an over all optimum transfer 

function for the system and from this function obtain 



Input r(t) Cascade
Compensation

Bc(t)

Fixed
Elements
Ef(t)

Actual Output c(t)
IdealOutputi(t)

+

Error e(t)
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM ERROR

Figure 2.3



Noise Input
W S )

Reactivity Input
B(s) x r x

Output
c(s)

4-vCompensation
System
Gn(S)

Reactor
G*(S)

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 
REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 2.4



the for® of G^Cs) which will minimize the mean-square 
value of the error as defined by equation (2 = 6)0 The 
noise, internal to the reactor is represented as a dis
turbance being introduced into the reactor at the summing 
junction A o  . H "  • ; . ,

From the system shown in Figure 2o4$ the Laplace 
transform of the error is defined by
E(s) 1 E(s) 1 -

i + ggCs ;ge csJ
+ •K1CS)Gil(S) .(2.7)

G(,(8).Ggl8)

(2.8)
Expressing H(S) in terms of Gg(S) and 0^(8) gives

H(8) = %CS)Gg(S) .

1 + GGCS)Gg(S)
and equation 2.7 can then be written as
E(8) = B(S) [l - E(S)] ^Kg(8)Gg,(8) [l - H(S)] (2.9)

The spectral density of the error is then given by
1^(8) - ISECS> [l - H(s)]|i - H(-s3 __ <2.10)

+ 1H]jCS)Ge (S)S;r(-S) [1 - H(S)J| - H(-S))

In order to determine an optimum system that is 
realizable, some consideration must be given to the nat
ure of -the components of the system. The components in 
the system are considered to be linear. The linear model 
may not be valid if signals corresponding to fixed ele
ments in the model are of such a magnitude that they



■ : 10 
exceed their range of linear operation. Since the reactor 
control will most pr oh ably "be carried out through the use 
of a control rod driven by a motor9 a constraint is 
placed on the acceleration of the eontrbi rod drive 
mechanismo In this respect9 the constraint is applied to 
the output of the compensation network G-q(S) »

• Constraint in optimization theory may either re
duce system performance or increase it, depending' on the 
particular constraint c, lor the system presented here, the 
acceleration of the control rod is constrained in that 
it can not respond infinitely fast to an error signal» Ip 
incorporate this constraint, equation (2«10) must be 
modified® Equation (2®10) then becomes

|EE(S) = '$EE(S) + A ^ ( 8)F(-8) $M (S) (2.11)

where $^A(S) is the spectral density of the signal plus 
noise at the saturating element, I1*Is- the acceleration v

2 ' ^  Q .function given "by s 9 and ?C is the constraint multiplier o
The spectral density function faa(S) at the 

saturating. element can be written in terms of |-^(0)9 
IppCS), and the system parameters, and when substituted 
;into equation (2oil) along with equation (2.10) resuits 
in equat ioh (2ol2) o . . .



$EE(S) = [$eh(s ) ^ Jo t(s )ge (s )ge (-s )][i -H(s)][l ™ H(™s)]
+ # ^ ( 8 )  ]  E (8 )E (_ B ) ( 2 .1 2 )+ X 'i(s )z (-s )

Ike form of tiae ¥iemer optimmm transfer function 
in terms of signal and noise spectral densities as derived 
in references 4- and 5 is

H0(S) E.E.HoPo (2=15)

where E.E.HoP. indicates that the poles and zeros are in 
the left hand plane only, [_ ]- contains poles and zeros
in the right half plane only, and £ ~j + contains poles 
and zeros in the left half plane only= It then remains to 
substitute for the expressionsV s * $p-p(8) + . ̂ ■pj|̂ (S)G-p(.S) G-p( °°S)

$EE^S  ̂ .i": =\F(S)?(-B)
&e (S)Ge (-S->'' M H (S)

into equation (2 = 15) to obtain the expression for the 
optimum oyerail closed loop transfer function tp minimize 
the mean-square error power Output of the reactor system, 
fhe result of this suhstitution is '

GE(s.)eE(-s )

H0(S) = ;[GE CS)GE (-S) + y p ( 3 )F(-8 %  B-Bi H.Po
^ ( 8)GE(-8) + A ( 8)P(-8)] + (2ol4-)



■ From equation (2e14) and (2®8), the transfer 
function of the external control system to minimize the 
mean™square error can be determinedQ



CHAPTER 3 ' ;
PERTTATIQH OP EEACTOR TRA1SPER PUHGTIOZ

301 Introdmetion 1
Xb order to obtain am analytical expression for the 

optimum closed loop transfer function that will minimize 
the mean-square error output of the boiling water reactor, 
a representative transfer-function for the reactor must be 
obtainedo A theoretical determination for the overall power 
reactor transfer function is difficult to determine due to 
the eompiexity of.the internal feedback paths 0 Experiments 
have been carried out on.boiling water reactors to deter
mine the feedback transfer function®^ ̂
302 Boiling Water Reactor Transfer Function

The power reactor can be represented schematically 
as shown by the block diagram in Figure 3ol= The zero 
power transfer function G-q (S) is representative of the 
reactor at low power levels 0 As the reactor power in*- 
creases the response is modified due to various feedback 
factors designated by H(S)0

The zero power transfer function can be determined 
from the linearized approximation to the kinetic equations,.

13
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This derivation has been reported abundantly in the liter
ature (see reference 4-, for example) o As previously 
mentioned^ a single analytical expression for the feedback 
transfer function H(S) which represents all of the im
portant mechanisms incorporated in this term is difficult 
to determine o In an analysis carried put by BeShong f some 
of the important elements are core steam voids, feedwater 
void effects, pressure void effects, power void effects« 
steam generation and heat losses^ Several other theo
retical analysis have been made at the Argonne national 
haboratory aimed at expressing the reactor feedback trans
fer function in terms Of the physical properties associ-

■ - '7''' . 6 7 . ■ ■ :: .ated with the reactor^ ? ' Other reports attempt to define 
the power feedback effects by experimentally obtaining 
this informations One such report by J 0 A 0 BeShong at the 
Argonne National laboratory determines the power feedback 
transfer function by sinusoidally varying the reactivity 
input to the reactor and determining the reactor response«, 
This experiment is described in reference 2 and analysis 
given in reference 7o

■.  ̂ ■ - . . . " ■ v  "■ - • ■. , . v . ...

From Figure 3 °13 the reactor transfer function
"  ' :  ̂ : ■ , ; . ■ .
G-g(S) ©an be determined from feedback analysis and is 
given by . , - ■ ■ ■' :■



£Lx(S) •: : . _ '
Q-pCs)' = —  \ ""—  ' ( 5 o l )
^ 1 4- G0(S)1(S)

The sero power transfer function, normalized with respect 
to S and flux is given

%
&a(S) - 0■0v : r 6 g ■ ' ■ (5«2)

s 'T
T ;Si SyZ Xi-

where Hq is the average flux, 1* is the mean neutron life
time 9 andgg is the total delayed neutron fraction* From 
the Reactivity experiments on the EBv/E, the form of the 
feedback transfer function is given "by

t : ' : : / / l * 1 2 ; ( l  4.' 8 .0 8 )  t; ■ ( 3 , 3 )

( 1 4 -  3 *28 )  (1  4 0 .2 4 8 )  - (1  + 0 .1 4 8 )  ( l  4 0 .0 6 2 8 )

By substituting equations (3.2) and (3,3) into equation 
(3.1) the power reactor transfer function is obtained*
The degree of complexity of this expression cam he varied 
to some ektent by the number Of delayed neutron groups 
used In the zerq power /transfer function* A simplified 
approach is to use one group of delayed neutrons with a 
delay, constant sX s equal to 'the properly weighted aver
age of the six actual groupso :

3o3 Approximation To Eeactor Transfer Function ■
Preiiminary study of the bptimization problem 

indie at @d that if the true reactor transfer function were



used, it would necessitate the use of a large amount of 
time on the digital computer and also require am analog 
computer containing more operational equipment than was 
available. For convenience it was decided to approximate 
the reactor transfer function in an attempt to simplify 
the expressiono _ .

In the sinusoidal reactivity driving function 
experiment on the Experimental' Boiling Water Eeactors 
the reactor power in db versus the. log^g of the angular 
frequency in radians is plotted. A plot for a reactor 
operating at 5=1 mw and a pressure of 151 psi is showh 
in figure 5 A straight. line approximation to this 
curve about the resonant region was made = fhe approxi
mation was obtained through the use of a forward loop 
transfer function.
: ‘ : '  ̂ , V . . . ■ Kv ■ ■ :■ . ■ -'V ; ' •"

- ': Gn(s) = .^—  - • ' ( 5 o4 )
. . ' 0 ' . , s ■' ■ - -

and a feedback transfer function
H(S) = K.2   (5.5)

.. . • . : 1^.+ i
from the straight line approximation of the gain trace, 
the parameters and were adjusted in order to
approximate: the actual reactors response.

Substituting the expressions for Gq(S) and H(S) 
given by equations (5.4) and (5.5) into equation (5.1) 
the transfer function becomes
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Figure 3«2



the values obtained for and sim
plifying^ the expression heeom.es

SjjCS) - 33.3(0.3758 + 1) o.y)
S2 + 2 . 8 8 +  59.5

■ A .frequency plot ©f the approximate reactor 
transfer function is given in Figure 3*3°
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, CMPEER 4-
OPTIECSIHG- THE BOILING ¥i.TEE' REIOTOR CONTROL

The SGhematie diagram of the control system under 
consideration has been shown in Chapter 2, Eignre 2<,4, 
and the form of the reactor transfer function to be used 
was derived in Chapter 3 and is given by equation (3®7)° 

Substitution of G^(S) into equation (2014-) gives 
the expression for the optimum closed loop transfer func- 
tion, Hq(S)9 in terms of the system parameters and the 
constraint functiono It would be desirable- to carry out 
the necessary steps in reducing this function by keeping 
the expression in terms of time constants s gains 9 and the 
constraint function so that Hq(S) can be examined ip terms 
of the system parameters» In this respect, the effect of 
parameter variation on the over all system can be deter
mined <> Pollowing this procedure.9 difficulties quickly 
arise in trying to factor expressions containing many 
variablesI It was decided to allow the constraint para- 
meter A to be the only variable in the system, and to . 
determine its effect on the overall systemo

Five values of the constraint multiplier were 
chosen to obtain a range of .functions related to the 
acceleration limits of the control rod drive mechanism.

21



; 22
The values chosen are shown in Table 13 and give a wide 
range of variation®. .

Considering an aceeleration constraint, F(S) is
- O ' p ' - . •given hy S and F(=-S) by (™S) » Substitution of the reac
tor transfer function G^(S) and the acceleration

P  P  _ ■; . pconstraint (S) (-S) s and the constraint multiplier A  is 
then introdncedo With'the aid of the IBM 650 digital com- .

' ; " ■ Q ' "pnter to:extract complex roots from polynomials 9 the 
form of the optimum closed loop transfer function Hq(S) 
was:ohtained for the various values of the constraint 
multiplier usedo The forms of H^XS) are tabulated in 
Table I, ■ . - , ' .; -

TABLE,I
' OPTIM1M SXSTEM TEAHBFEE EESOTIOS
Multiplier Transfer Eunction Hg(B) e

' : OdOl -(874®04-B 4. 1897.4)
s4  ̂7S18B3 + 81® 27S2 >  261.288 + 333.17

0.10 : -(4.Q®7158 + 216.013)
B4 + 4089S5 + 67.21S2 + 124.88 + 105.36

. 1.00 -(0.4458 + 1.89) '
B4 + 3.86S5 + 62.94S2 + 65.848 + 33®32

10.00 -(0.004748+ 0.0154)
■ 84 + 3.37S3 +61.17S2 + 36oIS + 10.54

100 o 00 -( 0.0004678 + 0.000.160)
• 84 + 4.10S5 + 60.65S2 + 20.14S +3.33



. In order to obtain the expression for Hq(S) that 
minimizes the error, it is necessary to calculate the
error associated with each funetion and then select that

. ' ■■■'■ ‘ ' ' ■ . p ’ ' " ' ' ;function corresponding to the value of X  which minimizes
the output error without exceeding the limits of line™
arity, ;  ̂ . v . .

In order to obtain the error due to the noise,
the following derivation is necessary0
' ' Let H (S). be the output noise, which9 obtainedr ■ O
from Figure 2.0.4 is given by : ■ '

v s )  .. ; (4.1)
1 + 6q (S)6b (6)

In equation (40l), ̂ Kg-Cs) designates the Laplace trans
form of the reactor noise» lor the ease in point, the 
noise is assumed to be white, and therefore has a • 
constant spectral density9 Combining equation (2>8) and 
(4ol) gives v Z" "I' -

• . ; lio:(S ) = ^ ^ ( 8 )  |~1 -  H0 ( S ^  ; ( 4 . 2 )

The mean-square error is then obtained by evaluating the ,



Using eqmaticm (4® 3)9 the mean-square error is determined 
f©r variems values of X  ® Integrals ©f this form are .tahu-v 
lated in reference 5° Figure 4»1 is a plot of the mean-

' •-"■■■■ p ,  ̂ ■ ■ ■ . ’ . -square error as a-function of A. ® Tahle II compares the 
calculated value of the error for the reactor with the 
values obtained for the reactor with external control0 
From phis table it is seen that the error is consider-.. 
ably reduced through the use of the external control0 

- fillE II ' ; \
QU1PUT MEAB-SqUAEE ERROR 0-J/K2N .2@ 2,

Without External With External 
Multiplier Uontrol (x 10^) Gomtrol (x 10^)
0®©1 . , , ' 2®#' ■ 1,®34 . •.
0*10 - 2*00 

. 1*00 . v- • ; ■ 5*00 
10*00 20*70 
100*00 ; ; ' 126*50

It is observed from this plot that the value of 
the error- increases rapidly when the constraint multi-- 
plier A  is increased to large values9 and that the 
error decreases with decrease of the multiplier values® 
Ihis situation is clearly as expected if the constraint 
is inversely proportional to the acceleration as stated 
previouslyo M s  the acceleration is allowed to approach 
very high values s the value of the multiplier approaches
" pzero* From equation (2ol4)? as %  approaches zerog
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PLOT OF MEAN-SQUARE ERROR 
VERSUS CONSTRAINT MULTIPLIER
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Figure 4.1
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H0(S) = 1

This indicates that the optimmm transfer function is the 
same form as the ideal transfer function»

lor the reactor control system, the transfer 
function corresponding to a constraint multiplier value 
of 1 is choseno

fhe form of the desired transfer function is
given by

Hq(S) ~(Q9445S * 1,89) . (404)
S# 4- 5086S5 * 62a94S2 .+ 65*848- + 55 * 52

Irom Chapter 2, Hq(S) is
- Gc(g)S%(8)H0(S). 1 + G0(S)6h(S)

Solving for Gq(S) yields
H0(S)

   -  ; • ; (4 .5 )GgCS) [l - HqCs Q
Wsimg this expression, the form for the compensation
transfer function is
& (g) ^(Qa445S3 -!• 5a14S2 -f 51.WS 4- 112,60)
0  ̂©Q575S5 4- 2o38S4 * 26,55S5 + 86.60S2 +. 78.85S . .

- ft \ 4. 35.80 (4.6)
or in factored form
q (B) _ -(0 .445S : + 1 .8 9 ) (s * 4- 1 .4  + j7 6 5 8 )(8  4- 1^4 -9 l7 o 5 8 )

0  33=3(©;557S 4- 1)(S 4- 0,54 +j0##2)(8 4- 0*54 -j0&52)
: . : . (s 4- 1 . 3 8  > d ? 3 a ) ( s :  4- 1.3 8 - g ?



. ' ■ v ' " ' - , 2?
Figure 4=2 is a root-ioeus plot of the tmcompen-•

' sated reactor Approximation. As a result of the approx
imation made, all the poles and zeros associated with the 
actual reactor are not presenti The root-locus plot there
fore does not indicate that the reactor will become un
stable as the gain is increased to high values»

Figure 4*3 shows the root-locus diagram for the 
reactor with external control added® As indicated on this 
diagram, the system becomes unstable for high values of 

/ gaino'. ■ - . ' . ' ..
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CHAPfEB 5 -
i . , . SIMULATIOM OB BEAGTOR GORTROL

The reactor and its control system was simulated 
on the. analog computer0. Boise was fed into the simulated 
system and a comparison made between the reactor response 
with and without external control»

To simulate the random noise, a noise generator 
was built for the department using the design of G= 
ManeliSo^ The noise source consists' of a radioactive 
source mixed with a light-emitting phosphor and a photo
multiplier detectoro A block diagram of the generator is 
shown in . 'Figure 5 o 1 o

The simulation of the reactor and control is 
shown in Figure 5 <> 2° The external control portion of the 
system is shown in the upper portion (above the dashed, 
line) of the drawing, and the reactor is shown in the 
lower portion. As indicated, the noise is introduced into 
the reactor at point A, along with the input signal from 
the reactivity input command.

Figure shows a recording made on a Sanborn ,
recorder of the noise output for the reactor alone. An 
external feedback control was then added and a trace was 
made of the output noise. This trace is shown in Figure 
5 = 4-6 ' . . .

m  .v  V' -
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Examination of the traces in Figures 5«,3 and 3*4 
indicate the effect of external control of the noise 
output of the reactoro As seen from these traces, external 
control tends to reduce the larger deviations in the trace 
hut that the small variations remain ahout the same ampli
tude, .
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UNCOMPENSATED REACTOR NOISE 
Attenuation x 100 

Chart speed O.^mm/sec
Figure 5*3

COMPENSATED REACTOR NOISE 
Attenuation x 100 

Chart speed O.̂ nnn/sec
Figure 5.4



GHIPfEE 6
/ COIOHJSIGZS :

, ~ Prom tiie resuits of this investigation it is con- .
clmded that the minimization of noise due to random exci
tation internal to'the reaetbr as previously described 
can he realizedo' The mean-square error of the output noise 
is-a function of constraint placed on the control system0 
For the case in point, the minimum value of the mean-square 
error occurs,when this constraint is zero« The realiz
ability of the control system depends on the cost and 
availability of the equipment required to realize the 
control system derived and the constraint imposed«,

Since it was not possible to carry out the ana
lytical procedure in terms of variable parameterss the 
results are fixed by the gain terms and time constants 
computed,, With sufficient computing equipment s both digit
al and analoga program can be developed in which the 
parameters are varied and the correspending mean-square 
error determined,

Ihe model chosen to represent the reactor seems 
appropriate since it approximates the- reactor at, high 
frequencies where saturation usually occurs^
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